
 
Address terrorism through more socially beneficial enterprises: Sanjaya Gajurel (Opinion) 

 
Syrian rebels attend a training session in Maaret Ikhwan near Idlib, Syria. For Syria's banned Muslim Brotherhood, the 
uprising against President Bashar Assad that erupted amid Arab Spring revolts in 2011 provided a long -sought 
opportunity to stage a comeback after decades spent in exile. (AP Photo/Muhammed Muheisen) 
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We are living in a world where we justify unjust actions. In the hunt for terrorists, we 

rationalize the killings of innocent people as collateral damage for the greater good -- as 

seen in the recent French airstrikes in Syria. What we do not want to understand is that 

slaying another human can never be conscientiously accepted. 

Have we ever contemplated that our greed and biases are the reasons behind growing 

extremism? Are we mulling over what led terrorists to efface human values from their ideals? 

Why do we want to become filthy rich at the expense of poor people residing in the 

developing countries who are living at or below $1 a day instead of feeding hungry people 

who are dying by the thousands daily? 
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We are selling weapons for bloody profit that risk landing in terrorists' arms. According 

to numbers for 2012 and 2013 from the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, 

the United States and Russia are the world's major arm suppliers in a trade amounting, in 

1990 dollars for the two years, to $16.4 billion and $16.9 billion, respectively. Among leading 

weapons-importing nations were the United Arab Emirates, India, Syria, Iraq, Egypt and 

Afghanistan. 

 

Sheffield Lake terrorist suspect said he'd behead his non-Muslim son, FBI 
reports 

The Sheffield Lake man accused of supporting ISIS told a confidential informant he 

would cut his son's head off if war broke out in the U.S. between Muslims and non-

Muslims, a criminal complaint states. 

Why are citizens from prosperous countries joining terrorist organizations like the Islamic 

State and al-Qaida, posing threats to their own birthplaces and families? How could they be 

brainwashed? Simply put, the world that we live in is not fair. The educated and well -versed 

leaders from terrorist organization are simply mobilizing uneducated, poor, mentally ill, and 

embittered masses -- a vulnerable portion of the population -- to take their revenge by 

exploiting a mythical platform of religion and extremist ideals. 

If we had learned to respect other human beings irrespective of citizenship, race, religion, 

sex, and color, we would have been working together towards building a prosperous world for 

everyone. Had the huge, underutilized common resources at our disposal been exploited or 

fairly distributed with the purpose of serving the community, we would not have left any poor 

behind. 

The World Health Organization has estimated that more than 21 million people are afflicted 

with schizophrenia worldwide but that only half receive treatment for this severe mental 

illness. 

This is the by-product of a failed society where money is superseding moral values. The 

inflicted ones unwittingly ignore recognized human values, the poor knowingly evade them to 

survive, and the unschooled fail to analyze them. 
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It can't be a child's fault to be born in a poor family that is prone to repeating the vicious cycle 

of poverty. Every child has the right to flourish irrespective of his or her birthplace or birth 

family. Isn't it our philanthropic responsibility to break that heinous cycle? Although the poor 

residing in prosperous countries get enrolled in benefit programs, such welfare patches have 

in fact deprived them of self-respect and motivation for generations. 

In his book "Guns, Germs, and Steel," Jared Diamond, using scientific methods to 

examine historical events, has tried to explain inequalities in living standards among people 

residing in different parts of the world in terms of the locality, climate, and series of 

consequences. 

This is further reinforced by the book, "Why Nations Fail," by Daron Acemoglu and James A. 

Robinson, where colonialism and human greed are revealed as directly and indirectly 

responsible for creating extractive institutions that result in poor nations and prosperity-

deprived populations. That is, poor countries are not poor today because they had lazy 

occupants. 

Similar to past scars such as slavery and apartheid, there is a need to eradicate this current 

human stigma by providing food for the hungry, health care, education, and other basic 

human rights to keep everyone on their feet. 

Nobel Peace Prize laureate Muhammad Yunus has suggested that everyone is endowed with 

inherent entrepreneurship. They do not need to be at the mercy of others. 

Even within the United States with its capitalist moguls there is a flare-up of those seeking 

certifications as B Corps or Benefit Corporations, defined in part as having "a corporate 

purpose to create a material positive impact on society and the environment." 

Instead of accumulating and confining wealth to one's immediate kith and kin, service-

oriented outreach programs to the masses can help fight common world challenges: poverty; 

exploitation; environmental degradation; climate change; and disease. Let's transcend to the 

next level of spirituality, the essence of peace and prosperity for all.  
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